The beauty and the look of wood, without its maintenance!
Look of wood and Metal Block
Combining Profile Heights
FEATURES

› Maintenance-free
› 100% pre-painted galvanized Steel
› 40-year warranty
› Easy to install
› Flameproof
› Enhanced wind resistance
› LEED credit contribution
• Textural III & IV technology paint system and unique colors
• Premium quality steel
• Maintenance-free
• Our 40 year warranty offers peace of mind
• Durable and worry-free product
• Improves the prestige and beauty of any building
• Steel profiles without visible screws
The beauty and the look of wood, without its maintenance!

Colors with unique textures & depths!
Ecological Choice Accessible to the LEED Program

- Recycled Steel Content (LEED - Credit 4.1 & Credit 4.2)
  Valid for all coatings (roofs and walls)

- Reduction of Heat Islands (LEED - Credit 7.2)
  Valid for roof coverings with slopes $>$ 2/12 depending on the solar reflectance index (ISR or SRI greater than 29) corresponding to the chosen color
Harrywood

The Harrywood is a refined, European-inspired siding that perfectly reproduces the look of wood.

- Coverage of 6.06 sq ft per plank
- The bracket system allows installation up to 20 stories high
- 12 ft lengths
Trendy and timeless, the Norwood brings a contemporary touch to your project.

- Appearance of spaced plank with shading effect for a better look
- Coverage of 5.37 sq ft per plank
- Guidelines for a straight installation
- High performance and high resistance bracket system
NORWOOD MINI

Some patterns of several installation options available by combining the norwood mini with the norwood.

In addition, the norwood mini, like the norwood, is easily installed vertically, horizontally and diagonally.

Let your imagination run free!
Versa

The versa offering unmatched flexibility of design to create the look of your dreams.
Metal Block

Metal Block steel siding lets you create a multitude of trendy building envelope designs simply and easily.

- Length between the joint is customizable: between 12 and 42 inches
- 12 in x (3ft to 60 ft) x 1 in
Quickly and easily create multiple unique designs for your projects.
The sleek lines, accentuated by horizontal grooves of Harrywood block give it a look that is distinctive and modern, hinting of slim ceramic blocks combined with the strength of steel.
MS 1, MS 2 & MS Authentic

The MS 1 & MS 2 panels can be adapted to both classic and contemporary architecture while the MS Authentic creates a warm architectural environment that provides heritage and character.

MS 3 & MS 4

MS 3 & MS 4 panels perfectly mimic handcrafted roofing using an accurate profiling technology that guarantees a beautiful finish.
QJ Trim or Inside Corner

J Trim

Outside corner
Installation is quick and easy
Installation is comparable to Vinyl or Aluminum
Here are the necessary tool for installation:
AWM
Architectural Wall and Metal Products